Acute liver failure.
Clinical investigations in acute liver failure (ALF) continue to advance our understanding and capacity to diagnose and treat afflicted children and adults. The purpose of this review is to summarize the advances in clinical research in ALF during 2009-2010 that are pertinent to hepatologists and transplant surgeons caring for these critically ill patients. Principal advances occurred in the characterization of cause and epidemiology, genetic susceptibility, assessment of prognosis for survival with medical therapy, clarification of long-term outcomes of transplantation for ALF, and publication of the final results of large randomized, placebo-controlled therapeutic trials. Despite advances in our understanding, ALF remains a cause of significant mortality in children and adults because of the absence of curative medical therapy. Hence, only emergency liver transplantation is reliably life-saving. There is an urgent need for better understanding of the pathogenesis of ALF caused by different causes, of genetic susceptibility, development of validated prognostic indicators and application of this knowledge to devise new therapeutic strategies for testing in appropriately powered, randomized controlled trials.